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Abstract 
The present paper deals with the stability problem of a thin circular thin plate which is stiffened by a thin cylindrical shell on the external 
boundary or inside the plate. Assuming axisymmetric deformations and an axisymmetric in-plane load we determine the critical value of 
the load in order to clarify what is the effect of the stiffening shell. Using Kirchhoff's theory of thin shells and plates the paper presents 
the governing equations both for the circular plate and for the cylindrical shell, the boundary- and continuity conditions and last but not 
least numerical results as well. 
© 2012 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In engineering practice we often meet thin plates loaded in their own plane. Stability problems of such structures are 
important as they determine the load capacity. Within this topic buckling of circular plates are especially interesting. A 
number of papers have been devoted to this question since the first paper was published: [1-9]. Here we have cited only a 
few of the papers devoted to the stability problem of circular plats. These contain further references. 
In what follows we lay an emphasis only on those papers which deal with the influence of structural stiffening. The effect 
of elastic restrains on buckling has been investigated by Thevendran [10]. 
The stability of a structure can be increased in various ways. We can apply, for example, a corrugation on the structure. 
As regards the circular plates we can attach a stiffening to the plate along its diameter [11]. However the stability issues are 
left out of consideration in the paper cited. A further paper by Turvey and his co-authors deals with a ring stiffened circular 
plate [12]. This paper is concerned among others with experimental results, however the stability issues are again left out of 
consideration. 
The influence of a stiffening ring on the stability on annular plates is investigated in two papers written by Frostig and his 
co-authors [13,14]. The ring model is based on the theory of curved beams. The stiffening ring is attached to the annular 
plate between the two boundaries. It turns out from the references that the authors do not know about the corresponding 
results of Szilassy [15,16]. 
Szilassy dealt with the stability of annular plates stiffened by a cylindrical shell on the outer boundary in his PhD. thesis 
[15] and in a further article [16]. It was assumed that (i) the load is an in-plane axisymmetric dead one and (ii) the 
deformations of the annular plate and the cylindrical shell are also axisymmetric. As regards the boundary value problem for 
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the shell he used the solution of a differential equation set up for the rotation field. For the cylindrical shell the solution was 
based on the theory of thin shells. 
The main objective of the present paper is to clarify the effects of a stiffening shell on the stability of circular plates. The 
stiffening shell is attached to the plate either at the external boundary or at an arbitrary inner radius on the middle surface. 
We use the differential equation set up for the displacement field perpendicular to the middle plane of the plate. 
The paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 shortly outlines the physical problem to be solved. Section 3 presents 
the governing equations both for the circular plate and for the cylindrical shell. The stability problem of a solid circular plate 
is then solved in Section 4. There we set up the boundary and continuity conditions which results in the nonlinear equation 
providing the critical load. Numerical solutions are also presented. Section 5 is a summary of the results. 
2. Problem formulation 
In Fig. 1. the cross section of a shell-stiffened circular plate is shown. The radii of the circular plate and the middle 
surface of the cylindrical shell are denoted by Re, and Rs, respectively. If the shell is attached on the outer boundary of the 
plate, then Rs=Re. The thicknesses of the plate and the shell are bp and bs. The shell is symmetric with respect to the middle 
plane of the plate. Its height is h. The load is a constant radial dead load distributed along the external boundary with the 
intensity fo. It is acting in the middle plane of the plate. 
Fig. 1. The structure and its load 
For our investigations we shall assume that the plate and the shell are thin. Consequently we can apply the Kirchhoff 
theory of plates and shells. We shall also assume that the kinematic equations and the material law are linear. Heat effects 
are not taken into account. The material of the plate and the shell is homogenous and isotropic for which Ep, Es and Ȟp, Ȟs are 
the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio. 
Under the assumption of small, axisymmetric and linearly elastic deformations we shall determine (a) the critical load of 
the structure and (b) the effect of the stiffening shell on the critical load. 
Equations for the cylindrical shell are presented in the coordinate system (ȗ,ĳ,ȟ). The coordinate surface ȟ=z,ȗ=0 
coincides with the middle surface of the shell with radius Re. The polar angle ĳ is the same in the two coordinate systems 
(due to the axisymmetry it plays, however, no role in the investigations). The coordinate curves and the corresponding 
displacements uȗ, uĳ, and uȟ on the middle surface of the shell are shown in Fig. 3.b. 
We use the cylindrical coordinate system (R,ĳ,z) for the plate. On the middle plane z=0. The displacements on the middle 
surface in the directions R, ĳ and z are denoted by u, v and w respectively - see Fig. 3.a. which shows the corresponding 
coordinate curves on a circle with radius R - ȡ=R/Re is a dimensionless coordinate. 
We separate the structural elements mentally in order to solve the problem. Fig. 2. shows the outer part of the plate, the 
cylindrical shell and the inner part of the plate together with the inner forces fo, f1, f2 and the bending moments M1 and M2, 
which are acting between these elements. 
If the deformations are axisymmetric and the load on the shell is exerted in direction ȟ, the only displacement component 
on the middle surface which is different from zero is uȗ=uȗ(ȟ). It is also obvious that u=u(R), w=w(R). 
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Fig. 2. Plate and shell in separation 
Fig. 3. Coordinate curves in the coordinate systems
3. Governing equations 
3.1. Governing equations for the cylindrical shell 
If the deformations are axisymmetric, the displacement uȗ of the middle surface of a cylindrical shell should fulfill the 
following differential equation [17, Chapter 15, p. 468] 
4
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where p is the constant radial load exerted on the middle surface of the shell (its value is zero in the present case), Nȟ is the 
inner force in direction ȟ (its value is zero as well). We also introduce the following notations 
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The distributed loads f1, f2 and the bending moments M1 and M2 constitute the load of the shell, i.e. there is no load on the 
middle surface (p=0) and the load in the direction ȟ is also zero (Nȟ=0). The solution of equation (1) in the interval ȟ  [0,h] 
assumes the form 
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where Vi(ȕȟ) (i=1,…,4) denote the Krylov-functions - see Eqns. (42) in the appendix for their definitions. 
The shear force and bending moment in the shell can be given in terms of the solution for the displacement uȗ: 
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We can obtain the solution for uȗ as a superposition of the following two partial loads: 
By assumption the distributed forces f1 and f2 are exerted on the intersection line of the two middle surfaces - see Fig. 4.a. 
for details. The corresponding boundary (discontinuity) conditions are as follows: 
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The rotation about the axis ĳ is zero, because uȗ(ȟ)=uȗ(ȟ) due to the load, - cf. equation (6). The other boundary 
conditions are obvious. 
Fig. 4. The first partial load of the shell 
The shell is subjected to the bending moments M1 and M2 as shown in Fig. 4.b. Now we have the following boundary 
(discontinuity) conditions: 
0( ) 0 ,u ξζ = = (9)
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For this partial load it holds that uȗ(ȟ)=-uȗ(ȟ). Consequently the displacement in the direction ȗ should be zero at ȟ=0. 
The other boundary conditions are again obvious. 
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It follows from the symmetry of the problem that it is sufficient to determine the solution for the shell in the interval 
ȟ  [0,h]. 
The distributed forces f1 and f2, the bending moments M1 and M2 are involved in the solutions for the partial loads as 
unknown parameters. We can calculate these quantities from the geometrical continuity conditions, which should be 
prescribed on the intersection line of the middle surfaces of the plate and the shell. These have the following forms: 
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u u uζ ξ= − = +== = (13)
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After some paper and pencil calculations, which are not presented here, we obtain from the continuity conditions (13) 
and (14) that 
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where Į and ț are defined by the above relations. 
3.2. Deformation of the annular plate, governing equations for the in-plane load 
If the in-plane load exerted on the outer boundary is axisymmetric, the inner forces NR, Nĳ, NRĳ in the plate are 
axisymmetric as well. Here we use the cylindrical coordinate system (R,ĳ,z). In terms of the dimensionless coordinate ȡ, the 
inner forces NR and Nĳ take the form 
2 2, .R
B BN A N Aϕρ ρ
= − + = − − (17)
Since the problem is an axisymmetric one it holds that NRĳ=0. The integration constants A and B depend on the boundary 
conditions. For the inner circular plate 
2 and 0 .A f B= = (18)
For the outer annular plate, both loads appear in the constants as follows 
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where ȡs=Rs/Re. 
The radial displacement can also be given in terms of A and B: 
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Substituting (19) into (20) and utilizing then the continuity condition (13) and equation (16) we obtain that the inner 
forces (that is the constants A and B) in the outer plate can also be given in terms of one load parameter. For example 
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3.3. Deformation of the annular plate, equations for the displacement field after stability loss 
Under the assumption of axisymmetric deformations, all quantities depend only on the radial coordinate R. The 
displacement w on the middle plane of the plate in the direction z (the deflection) should satisfy the differential equation 
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By introducing the notations 
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and using equation (17) together with the dimensionless variable ȡ, equation (23) takes the form 
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For a circular plate the above equation has a closed form solution (this is not valid for an annular plate) 
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where ci, (i=1,…,4)$ are undetermined constants of integration while Zi denote the linearly independent particular 
solutions in which Jn() ½ȡ) and Yn() ½ȡ), n=0,1,2,3,… are the Bessel functions of integer order. 
If the plate is an annular one, the solution of equation (26) is determined by using numerical methods. We transform it 
into four differential equations of order one. Then we compute four linearly independent particular solutions 
numerically - the numerical solution involves four integration constants as well - and use them in the solution algorithm. For 
the sake of brevity further details are, however, omitted here. 
The rotation, the shear force and the bending moment can all be given in terms of the solution for w as follows 
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4. Numerical results 
4.1. Stability of a circular plate stiffened on the outer boundary 
If the plate is stiffened on its external boundary, - see Fig. 5. - the solution for the deflection is the closed form solution. 
Fig. 5. Circular plate stiffened on the outer boundary 
The boundary conditions for the plate are as follows (ȡs=1) 
0 finite ,w ρ = = (32)
0 0 ,ρϑ = = (33)
1 0 ,RQ ρ= = (34)
1 1 .RMρ ρϑ κ
=
=
= − (35)
Boundary condition (34) follows from the global equilibrium of the structure while condition (35) reflects relation (15). 
Let us substitute solution (27) into relations (29), (30) and (31) valid for the physical quantities and then utilize the above 
boundary conditions. After some calculations, in which the properties of the Bessel functions should be taken into account, 
we get a non-linear equation for the critical load 
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In accordance with the notations introduced let ) o = Re2fo/I1pE1p and ) 2 = Re2fo/I1pE1p be dimensionless quantities 
which belong to fo and f2. We remark that the critical value of a quantity (load or an inner force) is denoted by the 
subscript  cr, for instance ) o cr. 
Fig. 6. Critival load ) o cr  against the height of the shell 
A program has been written in Fortran 90 to solve the non-linear equation (36) for the dimensionless critical load ) o cr
and compute ) 2 cr, fo cr, f2 cr. The computational results are presented in Fig. 6. if the thickness of the plate and shell are the 
same i.e. bp=bs. We remind the reader that the material of the plate and the shell are also the same Ep=Es, Ȟp=Ȟs. It is clear 
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from the graphs that the shell significantly increases the stiffness of the plate. The curves are asymptotic i.e. the height of 
the plate does not affect the critical load if the height is larger than a certain value. 
If the plate and the shell are made of different materials, the effect of the stiffening on the critical load ) 2 depends on 
the ratio Es/Ep. The results are shown in Fig. 7. It is also clear from the graph that the critical load of plates stiffened by high 
shells tends to that of those plates clamped on the outer boundary - see the red horizontal line in Fig. 7. The greater the 
quotient Es/Ep the faster the convergence of ) 2 cr  to this limit. 
Fig. 7. Effect of the material of the shell 
The effect of the thickness of the stiffening shell is presented in Fig. 8., where ) 2 cr  is shown against the quotient h/Re
for various values of bs/bp. The effect of the changes in the thickness values is more significant than that of the different 
materials. High shells with greater or equal thickness than the thickness of the plate provide critical loads closer to the 
critical load of clamped plates. 
Fig. 8. Effect of the thickness of the shell 
4.2. Stability of a circular plate stiffened at an arbitrary radius 
In order to determine the critical load of a plate which is stiffened by a cylindrical shell at a radius inside the plate, we 
shall clarify the boundary- and continuity conditions. The conditions in the center of the plate are the same as in equation 
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(32) and (33). The conditions prescribed on the intersection line of the middle surfaces of the shell and the plate include the 
continuity of the displacement and rotation and the influence of the shell on the bending moment -- see eq. (15). 
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w wρ ρ ρ ρ= − = += (37)
0 0 ,s sρ ρ ρ ρ
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= − = +
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( )0 0 .s s sR RM Mρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρϑ κ= = − = += − − (39)
The outer boundary of the plate is free, consequently the bending moment and the shear force vanish if ȡ=1 
1 0 ,RM ρ = = (40)
1 0 .RQ ρ = = (41)
The solutions for w involve two constants (one for the inner part of the plate and one for the outer part of the plate). 
These represent the rigid body motions in the vertical direction. One of them can be set to zero, the other should meet a 
continuity condition if ȡ=ȡs<1. Consequently there are 7 homogeneous boundary and continuity conditions for determining 
the 7 integration constants. These equations involve )  as a parameter. The critical value of )  can be determined from the 
condition that the system determinant should vanish. 
The computational results for such a plate are presented in Fig.9. The graph shows the critical load ) o of the structure 
against the radius of the shell. It is clear from the graph that the largest value of the critical load belongs to a certain radius 
inside the plate. 
Fig 9. Influence of the radius of the shell 
5. Concluding remarks 
In accordance with the objectives in the introduction we have summed up the differential equations for the stability 
problem of shell stiffened circular plates and shell stiffened annular plates under the assumption of axisymmetric 
deformations. In addition we have clarified what the continuity conditions are between the plate and the cylindrical shell. 
We have developed appropriate algorithms which make possible to determine numerical solutions for the critical load. 
Numerical solutions are provided for a solid circular plate for various types of shell-stiffening. According to the results 
obtained the stiffening shell increases the value of the critical load significantly. 
The numerical solutions for a plate stiffened at an inner radius shows the influence of the radius of the shell. The value of 
the critical load depends on ȡs and has a maximum if ȡs§0.72. 
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Appendix A. Krylov functions 
For completeness we present the definition of the Krylov functions here: 
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1
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